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Abstract: This paper installs resonant controller on thermoacoustic engines to increase their power 
ratings enormously. The thermoacoustic engine under design for solar power is assembled by alternative 
current generator, Rijke tube, and switching radiation-to-heatflux actuator. A limit-cycle generator is 
programmed into a microcontroller embedded with a DSP engine, which temporally keeps the switching 
frequency of the photo valve on one of resonant frequencies to pump up vibration power. Furthermore, 
the Rijke tube is longitudinally shaped to make power transmission more efficient. Through the following 
developments, we arrive at  a sound design: (1) Synthesis of limit-cycle generators with online adjustable 
frequencies for power-rating boost; (2) Analytic Rayleigh Dynamics to shape the Rijke tube for efficient 
power-transmission; (3) 2D transfer-function to transform the overall design into feedback systems for 
optimizing impedance matching of Rijke tube and AC power generator and assessing resonant 
frequencies; and (4) Conservation law of Rayleigh storage to Figure out engine cycles that provide 
fundamental principles to thermoacoustic engines design. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Of facilities generating electricity from sunlight, 
thermoacoustic engine under resonant control is of much less 
ratio of manufacturing cost to power rating than pure 
photovoltaics, solar-thermal devices, and other heat engines. 
Its extremely simple mechanism enables us to build solar 
power plants in poor lands and home rooftops at affordable 
prices. Besides, thermoacoustic engines can have power 
efficiency even better than Carnot cycle efficiency that 
merely exists in an ideal heat engine. 

A thermoacoustic engine generates, transferred, and amplifies 
wave motions in fast-time scale for power generation. In 
passive designs, say in Shen, He, Li, Zhang, and Liu (2009); 
Wu, Dai, Man, and Luo (2012), heating-cooling and 
contraction-expansion processes occur in thermo-fluid 
perturbation, behaving like vibration Carnot cycles. A 
vibration Carnot engine is made of three main modules: 
thermal storage being the source of fast-time heat-flux, Rijke 
tube for transformation of thermal power to acoustic power, 
and AC mechatronic load to transform acoustic power to 
mechanical power to electricity to be stored. The feedback 
coupling between the heat-transfer dynamics in thermal 
storage and the acoustic dynamics in Rijke tube evolves to 
sustained limit-cycle oscillation at some frequency. The 
construction of impedance at this frequency becomes the 
design tool on those three modules (Smoker, Nouh, 
Aldraihem, & Baz, 2012; Yu & Jaworski, 2010; Yu, Jaworski, 
& Backhaus, 2012). 

To increase power rating, we install crystal liquid photo valve, 
which consumes very little power, on the head end of Rijke 

tube, as shown in Fig. 1. It is actively controlled to switch at 
resonant frequencies of thermoacoustic vibration. At the 
engine’s head Rijke tube takes fast-time heat-flux, directly or 
indirectly from the sunlight, giving rise to entropy rate that 
changes the fluid density there, which in turns initiates 
acoustic velocity. Therein, the heat-flux excitation expanding 
and contracting the fluid acts as a source of acoustic wave 
that rides on Rijke-tube media and arrives at the load end to 
push and pull the piston, generating mechanical work. Inside 
the controller, a limit-cycle generator online keeps the 
switching frequency of photo valve to one of natural 
frequencies, which prompts standing waves up to resonance 
and thus increases mechanical power enormously. 

 

Fig. 1. Overall design of resonant thermoacoustic engines. 

The dynamics inside the Rijke tubes of thermoacoustic 
engine has been intensively studied in recent years, for 
examples in Hong, Chou, and Lin (2013); Jung and Matveev 
(2010); Matveev and Jung (2011); Zhao (2013); Zhao and 
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Chew (2012), based on impedance analysis, computational 
fluid dynamics or nD transfer function. In fact, such 
dynamics is nearly identical to that in the field of combustion 
instabilities, for examples in Hong and Lin (2007); Hong, 
Ray, and Yang (2002); Matveev and Culick (2003); Sujith, 
Waldherr, and Zinn (1995); Zhao (2012). Both 
thermoacoustic engines and combustion instabilities are 
mainly concerned with the process how heat perturbation 
excites acoustic motions, known as Rayleigh Criterion 
(Culick, 1987; Durox, Schuller, Noiray, Birbaud, & Candel, 
2009; Ferreira & Carvalho, 1997; Hong et al., 2012; Nicoud 
& Poinsot, 2005). In this paper, the Rayleigh criterion is 
further formulated into the principle of least action, named 
here by Analytic Rayleigh Dynamics. It is then employed to 
derive the wave equation governing energy transfer along 
Rijke tubes of spatially variant cross-section areas. As the 
cross-section of Rijke rube is narrowed from head to tail, 
power is transmitted from the head end with larger pressure 
and tiny velocity to the load end with required velocity and 
piston stroke. Due to high-pressure AC power transmission, 
this significantly reduces the viscosity effect inside the Rijke 
tube and thus increases energy efficiency. 

For control modelling, the wave equation above in 
conjunction with inhomogeneous boundary conditions of 
Rijke tube is then transformed into a single spatiotemporal 
transfer function, which is an extended application of the 
functional tool known as nD transfer function models (Hong, 
2010; Hong, Su, Chou, & Hung, 2011; Rabenstein, 1999; 
Rabenstein & Trautmann, 2002, 2003). Therein the 
inhomogeneous boundary conditions arise from the von 
Neumann source of heat-flux at head end and the Robin 
source of piston-speed at tail end, both of which are 
transformed into Dirac distribution by way of 2D transfer-
function. This renders the capability of representing the 
dynamics coupling between Rijke tube and AC mechanical 
load into feedback interconnection, and thus of transforming 
the engine design into synthesis of feedback systems. Based 
on this feedback realization, digital signal processing can be 
programmed to numerically assess in frequency domain the 
power rating and resonant frequencies. 

For power amplification, the filtered Van der Pol oscillator is 
implemented into a DSP-controller that provides sinusoidal 
control signals and is capable of modulating frequency in a 
real-time fashion. Its dynamics is transformed into iterated 
computation of addition and multiplication performed by the 
DSP engine inside. This kind of DSP-based implementation 
(Hong, Lin, & Su, 2009; Tassart, 2013; Wang, Yang, & Xu, 
2013) is in line with the function of the DSP engine that is a 
master of fast calculation of addition and multiplication of 
floating numbers. Microcontrollers are really needed in 
practice for frequency synthesizers, since analogue circuits 
lack communication ports, crystal oscillators have no reliable 
low-frequency outputs, and general-purpose computers 
transport signals to peripheral devices very slowly. 
Furthermore, DSP-based linear oscillators are not candidates, 
since they produce in the long run no sustained oscillations. 

For the time being, there are two popular frequency 
synthesizers in industry: one is by data scheduling (Yeary, 

Fink, Beck, Guidry, & Burns, 2004) and the other is by 
online sinusoidal function (de Caro, Napoli, & Strollo, 2004; 
Madheswaran & Menakadevi, 2003), both of which are 
widely used in wireless communication. In the type of data 
scheduling, the working chip stores a table of data in code 
space that digitally shape a sinusoidal function. The targeted 
frequency is determined by the number of times of fetching 
the whole table per second at fixed instruction clock, which is 
adjustable by the number of entries to be fetched in the entire 
table. This requires large size of ROM for long table and 
produces wide frequency-span for radio modulation. Such 
size of ROM is usually unavailable in DSP-controllers, and 
building special ICs for this purpose prevails (de Caro, 
Napoli, & Strollo, 2004; Madheswaran & Menakadevi, 2003). 
One characteristic of data scheduling for frequency 
synthesizer is low frequency-resolution, since the number of 
entries being fetched is always an integer. This situation is 
worse at lower frequency-range. It prevents this method from 
being applied to resonant control of thermoacoustic engines, 
wherein small change of exciting frequency away from 
resonant frequencies will seriously retard the amplitude of 
pressure in Bode plot. On the other hand, with the limit-cycle 
approach as developed by this paper, the frequency resolution 
can be pushed to the maximum allowed by hardware, which 
is usually more than 16 mega. 

In the type of on-line sinusoidal function, the working chip 
has to compute sinusoidal function one time within each 
sampling periods, wherein the sinusoidal function is 
approximated by Taylor-series expansion (de Caro et al., 
2004) or by other complex algebra. Such a high computation 
burden is beyond the capability of DSP-controllers, and often 
requires FPGA chips. However, we really need DSP-
controllers for resonant control of thermoacoustic engines, 
since in the chip are not just frequency synthesizer but also 
on-line window Fourier transform for detecting shifting of 
resonant frequencies, and colour and white noises filters to 
remove sensing contamination. All of these modules are 
through DSP-based implementation. Otherwise, a special IC 
or a single-task FPGA is unable to be integrated into other 
modules to fulfil control purpose. Moreover, there is usually 
a variety of peripherals in DSP-controllers served for control 
purpose. For example, almost every Microchip dsPIC has 
analogue-to-digital (A/D) and pulse-width modulation (PWM) 
peripherals, for inputting analogue signals from sensors and 
outputting PWM signals to switching power converters. 

2. ANALYTIC RAYLEIGH DYNAMICS 

According to the reference (Hong et al., 2013), the 
thermoacoustic dynamics inside a Rijke chamber can be 
formulated to be: 

QR
Rt a

a

)1()(
1

2
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 . (1) 

Therein, Q  stands for fast-time heat-rate, and   for 

thermoacoustic momentum defined by the temporal 
integration of acoustic pressure p , that is, 
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where ~  stands for mean density and u  for acoustic velocity. 

As to parameters in Eq. (1),  /)1(

0 )~/~(  ppRa  is the 

dimensionless Rayleigh factor, TR
~   denotes the 

compressibility, and 0
~p  is chosen as the environmental 

pressure. 

To quantify the Rayleigh criterion, define two internal scalars: 
Rayleigh’s Kinetics RK , Rayleigh’s Potential RP  and one 

line integral Rayleigh’s Work RW  respectively by 
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Then, the least-action principle of the Rayleigh criterion 
becomes 

 
2

1

0
t

t
RRR dtWPK δδδ , (4) 

with respect to the variation of Rayleigh’s displacement δ , 

where δ  represents the functional variation. It can be verified 
that calculus of variation upon Eq. (4) leads to the wave 
equation of Eq. (1), named here by Analytic Rayleigh 
Dynamics. Fig. 1 shows the thermoacoustic engine under 
design. We apply the analytic Rayleigh dynamics to derive 
longitudinal waves in the Rijke tube with non-uniform 
temperature and cross-section areas. 

The heat-flux excitation q (W/m 2 ) on the head end (  0x ) 

activating thermoacoustic process inside the Rijke chamber is 
equivalent to a pointed heat generation )(xq  between 

 0x  and  0x  with heat isolation at  0x , based on the 
localization of energy conservation. Here   is the Dirac 
delta distribution. With Eq, (3), the Rijke tube stores 
Rayleigh’s Kinetics RK  and Rayleigh’s Potential RP  being, 

respectively, 





0

22 dxARK aR   and  


0

22 dxARP aR  , (5) 

where A  stands for the cross-section area of the Rijke tube 
that is spatially variant. The Lagrange formulation of the 
least-action principle of Eq. (4) upon Eq. (5) yields the 
following longitudinal wave equation: 
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 in ),0[  , (6) 

in addition to piston vibration at x . Since the reference 
pressure 0

~p  has been chosen as the environmental pressure, 

the Rayleigh factors on both boundaries are of unity, i.e. 
1)()0(  aa RR . 

Equation (6) reveals thermoacoustic process happened on the 
head end between  0x  and  0x . The hyperbolic nature 
of Eq. (6) has signified that the acoustic pressure p  in Rijke 

tube is spatially continuous at 0x , i.e. there is no pressure 

jump from  0x  to  0x . Thus, the integration of Eq. (6) 

between  0x  and  0x  yields the left boundary condition 
to be 

qTC p ~
, at  0x , (7) 

where pC  stands for the constant-pressure heat capacitance, 

)1/(  RCp . Based on the definition in Eq. (2), Eq. (7) 

can be rephrased by 

0
~

1

p

q
u


 

  at  0x . (8) 

Equation (8) further reveals that the heat-flux q  initiates an 

acoustic velocity on the left boundary, but keeps the acoustic 
pressure continuous on the boundary. 

The dynamic process on the head end as indicated by Eq. (8) 
can be realized by tracing back as follows. In between  0x  

and  0x  the heat-flux excitation q  gives rise to entropy 

rate s  that changes the fluid density, which in turns initiates 
acoustic velocity. That is, the heat-flux excitation expanding 
and contracting in fast-time scale the fluid on the boundary 

0x  acts as a source of acoustic wave. The acoustic wave 
rides on Rijke tube media and arrives at the load end at x  
to push and pull the piston, and then reflects to eventually be 
standing waves.  

As for the boundary condition at the load end, it is nominally 
taken to be 

v ~'  , at  x , 

where v  stands for the piston speed, with the assumption that 

the acoustic pressure is continuous at  x  and there is no 

heat-flux excitation at  x , If we take flow leakage into 
consideration, the right boundary condition belongs 
empirically to the Robin type: 

v ~'  , at  x , (9) 

where 1  , 0 , 0 . Here the leakage factor   

indicates the ratio of closed area to open area on the load-end 
boundary, which is to be identified in real design. For 
succinct notation, ),( tx  may appear as )(tx  somewhere in 

the sequel and similarly to other variables. 

3. CONTROL MODELLING 

Consequently, the engine dynamics becomes the feedback 
interconnection of 
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v ~'  , at x  ( 1  , 0 , 0 ), (12) 

and the dynamics of alternative current generator. The wave 
dynamics of Eqs. (10)-(12) involves the elastic stiffness 
operator K : 

)(
1

x
AR

xAR a

a 






K , (13) 

the domain of which is 

  xxD at0;0at0:)( K , (14) 

where 1  , 0 , and 0 .  

Based on Sturm-Liouville theory, the stiffness operator K  is 
self-adjoint and positive-definite under the inner-product: 




0

* )()()()(, dxxxxAxRa  . (15) 

Denote by   the eigenvalues set of the stiffness operator K , 
corresponding to the eigenfunctions set     , i.e. 

  K  in ],0[  , )K(D  for  . 

Accompanied by K ’s self-adjointness is that its 
eigenfunctions set   is real and orthonormal, and followed 
by K ’s positive-definiteness is that all of its eigenvalues are 
positive, 0  for  . Moreover, the countable 
eigenfunctions set   is a complete basis of ]),0([2 L , which 

follows that the inverse of K  is a bounded operator and 
closed in the Banach space ],0[2 L . 

With respect to the eigenfunctions set   and the inner-
product of Eq. (15), a 2D transform H , named by Laplace-
Galerkin transform, is then defined by the composite of 
Laplace transform and Galerkin transform GLLGH  , i.e. 
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to describe f ’s modal decomposition in the Laplace domain. 

Accordingly, the inverse Laplace-Galerkin transform is the 
composite of the inverses of those two 1D transforms, i.e. 

11111  GLLGH --- . Explicitly, 
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At the load end x , substitution of 0'     for Eq. 
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and the integration by parts yields 
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Based on Eq. (10) and (18), the above equation becomes 
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where 1)()0(  aa RR . With Eq. (19), performing Laplace-

Galerkin transform H  on Eq. (10) yields 
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where )],([),( txs  H , )]([)(ˆ tqsq L , and 

)]([)(ˆ tvsv L . The 2D transfer-function of Eqs. (10)-(12) is 

thus obtained to be 
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feedback-coupled with the dynamics of alternative current 
generator. Inversely, performing the inverse Laplace-
Galerkin transform 1H  on the spatiotemporal transfer-
function of Eq. (21) yields 

)()(~)()()1()(
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  xtvpxtq
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a

 , (22) 

with homogeneous boundary conditions: 

0)0(   and 0)()(    . (23) 

That is, the wave equation of Rijke tube in Eqs. (10)-(12) is 
mathematically identical to Eqs. (22)-(23).  

In this way, 2D transfer-function of Eq. (21) enables us to 
realize inhomogeneous boundary conditions as internal 
sources in conjunction with boundary homogeneity. This 
represents the engine dynamics as a feedback-interconnection 
of the chamber dynamics and the dynamics of alternative 
current generator, as shown in Fig. 2, which transforms the 
overall design into analysis and synthesis of feedback 
systems. The feedback-coupled transfer-functions can be 
straightforwardly realized in Bode plot for assessment of 
power rating and resonant frequencies. 

 

Fig. 2. Feedback-interconnection representation. 

4. CONTROLLER DESIGN 

In the design of active thermoacoustic engines as sketched in 
Fig. 1, the feedback control online keeps the switching 
frequency of radiation-to-heatflux actuator on one of resonant 
frequencies, which prompts standing waves up to resonance 
and thus increase mechanical power enormously. Therefore a 
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limit-cycle generator is programmed into a microcontroller 
embedded with a DSP engine (dubbed DSP-controller), 
frequencies of which are adjustable in a real-time fashion. 
Here we generalize the Van der Po oscillator as the 
nominated limit-cycle generator.    

The Van der Pol oscillator is a non-conservative oscillator 
with non-linear damping, which evolves in time according to 
the second order differential equation. Let us consider a more 
general class of Van der Pol oscillators as 

0)
4

( 2
2

2  yy
a

yy   ; 0 , (24) 

where y  is the output, and three parameters- a ,   and   

are to be adjusted. The dynamics of Eq. (24) generates a 
sustained oscillation with amplitude a  and angular frequency 
  in steady state and the transience period is getting shorter 
along with increasing value of  . In the sequel, let us apply 

Dynamical Eigenvalue to approach this claim. 

 

Fig. 3-1. Internal coupling representation of Van del Pol. 

 

Fig. 3-2. Root Locus and Equivalent Gain 

Fig. 3. Synthesis of Van der Pol limit-cycle generators. 

Equation (24) can be interpreted by feedback connection as 
plotted in Fig. 3-1. Therein the nonlinearity )(y  is 

memory-free and thus can be represented as an equivalent 
gain over each cycle of vibration. Usually, Describing 
Function is used to obtain the equivalent gain eqk  of )(y  as 

follows. Let try sin ; try  cos , the output of   

becomes 

)
4

sin(cos)(
2

22 a
trtryy   

 tataa  coscos 210  

Accordingly, the equivalent gain eqk  of the hard-nonlinearity 

  is 




r

a
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1),(  . 

Explicitly, 
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As predicted, it ought not to dependent on the oscillation 
frequency  , since the nonlinearity   is memory-free. 

In Fig. 3-2 is plotted the Root Locus of 
)/()(;0)(1 22  sssGskG  and the equivalent gain eqk  

versus the oscillation amplitude r . Suppose the initial 
amplitude is larger than a , the closed-loop eigenvalues start 
running at West Gauss, and hence the amplitude r  begins to 
decrease, which in turn reduces the equivalent gain eqk  until 

the eigenvalues move to East Gauss. However, eigenvalues 
being at East Gauss increases the amplitude r , and at the 
same time increases eqk , which moves eigenvalues toward 

West. As a result, eigenvalues must asymptotically stop at the 
equilibrium on the imaginary axis corresponding to 0eqk . 

This implies the steady-state exhibits in sustained oscillation 
with the amplitude a  and angular frequency  . Suppose the 
initial amplitude is smaller than a , by the same analysis, the 
close-loop eigenvalues evolve into the same equilibrium 
location, and thus yielding the same steady-state. Moreover, 
the parameter   indicates the nonlinearity and the strength 

of the damping, so increasing   will shorten the transience 

up to limit cycle. 

Besides Van der Pol oscillator, Dynamic Eigenvalue 
approach as pointed out above is able to synthesize infinitely 
many dynamics that generates limit-cycle with modulated 
frequencies in a real-time fashion. In our design, the 
frequency synthesizer is fulfilled by series of Van der Pol 
oscillator with a first-order low-pass filter to shape outputs 
into a sinusoidal function even when   is super large for 

ultra short transience. 

Accordingly, the frequency synthesizer is the Van der Pol 
dynamics: 

z
a

zu

uzz
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, 

which has been represented by internal feedback-
interconnection, in series with the first-order filter: 

zyy 2 )/1(   . 

By choosing three state variables: zx 1 , zx 2 , and yx 3 , 

the state-space realization of this limit-cycle generator 
becomes 
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It appears as a feedback-interconnected LPV form: 
),;( axfu  ; BuxAx  )( ; Cxy  , where the 

command (angular) frequency  , amplitude a  and 
converging speed   constitute the slow-time parameter that 

will be on-line scheduled in a slow-time fashion. 

The frequency synthesizer in Eq. (25) is then implemented 
into a DSP-embedded microcontroller with the Linear 
Parameter-varying Matrix Iteration Time-fixed (LPV-MIT) 
method as follows. Continuous-to-digital conversion of Eq. 
(25) yields 

kk

kjkjk

jjkk

Cxy

uxx

axfu







 )()(
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, (26) 

where k  and j  are fast-time and slow-time, respectively 

indexes, and the system matrices ),(  will be on-line 

calculated in a slow-time fashion since the resonant 
frequency   is slow-time updated in practice. Explicitly, 
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where T  is the fast-time sampling period that is short enough 
to make the above Taylor-series expansion engineering 
accurate even with few terms, say, 2n  or 3  as T  is 

001.0 second. 

At the present time kt  the DSP controller merely stores the 

current state kx , and the update of state from kx  to 1kx  at 

next instant is fulfilled by DSP engine performing the 
addition and multiplication of floating numbers according to 
Eq. (26). In the sense, any time can be treated as the initial 
time, which makes real-time processing best efficient. 
Moreover, the intervals of state update are held identical to 
those in computer simulation, so that the real-timed operation 
matches the dynamics that has been verified by offline 
calculation, thus achieving robust implementation. At any 
instances, pulse-width modular (PWM) signal in line with the 
output y  is sent to the gate-driving circuit of switched power 

converters that drive the sun-to-heatflux actuator in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 visualize the capability of such a DSP-based 
frequency synthesizer. As shown in Fig. 4, a first-order low-
pass filter with right bandwidth shapes the outputs of Van der 
Pol to be purely sinusoidal, even when the converging 
parameter   exceeds requirements. Fig. 5 tests on-line 

modulation of frequency when the converging parameter   

is large enough. It is really in a real-time fashion, since the 
DSP scheme according to Eqs (25)-(26) is in the sense that 
Clock can be reset to zero at any time, as mentioned above. 

 

Fig. 4. Shaping Van der Pol oscillator output with first-order 
filtering. 

 

Fig. 5. Online modulation of frequency with filtered Van der 
Pol oscillator. 

5. PROTOTYPING INVESTIGATION 

As an demonstration, let the resonant thermoacoustic solar 

AC power generator is of heat-flux excitation 500q 2mW , 

length of chamber 3 m , cross-section areas of head end 

and load end 2

0 7mA   and 27.0 mA  , respectively, leakage 

factor 9.0 , and working temperature KT 300  in 

average. The mechatronic load is closed to be of inertia of 
10 kg series-connected by the damping of mnt sec4  . 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 record the responses of piston stroke and 
power rating, respectively, as the photo valve is switched at 
the zero, first, second and third -mode frequencies and the 
area-ratio AA /0  is set from 1 to 10. Fig. 6 shows that the 
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piston stroke is boosted by increasing the area-ratio AA /0 . 

For example, at first-mode resonance, the piston stroke sd  is 

boosted from 12.0 cm to 75.16 cm  as the area-ratio AA /0  

is changed from 1 to 10. Due to the boundary friction arising 
from flow leakage, resonance at higher frequencies yields 
shorter piston-stokes with a specified area-ratio. As a result, 
the area-ratio in thermoacoustic engine plays analogously as 
gear-ratio in power-train transmission to regulate force-
velocity. 

 

Fig. 6. Piston strokes at resonant frequencies. 

 

Fig. 7. Power Rating Assessment. 

Fig. 7 contains the Bode plot of atmpp0 , which shows the 

amplitude of head pressure 0p  and its phase difference   

between the head velocity 0u , across the span of working 

frequencies. The effect of resonance on power rating can be 
easily examined by this Bode plot. In the magnitude plot, 
four resonant frequencies are marked: Hzf 37.50   

Hzf 64.141  , Hzf 30.242   and Hzf 29.343  , at each of 

which the real power generated by sunlight is marked above 
each peaks. Therein, known from AC power, 

cos00PUPOW  , 

where 0U  and 0P  are root-mean-square values of 0u  and 0p , 

respectively. Generally, the power rating is getting larger 
along with resonance at higher frequencies, but the piston 
stroke is getting shorter.  

Suppose that the head area is 2

0 7mA   and the efficiency of 

electricity generation is 60%, resonant control working at the 
second-mode frequency can harvest W07.102 . A suburban 
family needs almost KW0.1  to constant power it up. For any 

homes possessing more than 270m  rooftop or land spaces, 
the resonant thermoacoustic engine under investigation is the 
best candidate served for solar energy generation to power 
them up or turns electricity meters backward. 

6. SUMMARY 

This paper develops the disciplines in designing resonance-
controlled thermoacoustic AC engines, including analytic 
Rayleigh dynamics and DSP-based limit-cycle generators. 
We find that power rating can be remarkably amplified 
through resonant control of boundary heat-flux as well as 
efficiency of power transmission can be tremendously 
increased by shaping the Rijke tube. An investigation on the 
prototype shows that any homes possessing more than 270m  
rooftop spaces can build this rooftop power plant to constant 
power them up. The above design is unattainable without the 
following theoretical developments in advance: 

(1) DSP-based limit-cycle generators with online adjustable 
frequencies for amplification of power ratings; 

(2) Analytic Rayleigh Dynamics to shape the Rijke tube for 
efficiency of power transmission; 

(3) 2D transfer-function modelling to transform the overall 
design into feedback systems for optimizing impedance 
matching of Rijke tube and AC power generator; and 

(4) Conservation law of Rayleigh storage to Figure out 
engine cycles and identify flow leakage. 
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